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				We are manufacturers!


			

				
				
				
				
				Our manufacture capacity

Thanks to our own manufacture capacities, we can always fulfil your wishes and meet your unique demands. Approximately 90 % of our solutions is manufactured directly by our company. Our manufacture capacity includes: cutting laser, CNC press brake, welding shop, grinding shop, powder coating machine, shot blasting machine, sewing plant, assembly plant and more.

[image: CIPRES Headquarters]

Constant improvement

We continuously improve our products in cooperation with our customers, who often come to us with new and unique demands, which we are obliged and able to handle. This leads to constant development of our products as well as our experiences.

……learn more


			

			

				
				
				
				
				
				
				
				
				
				COMPLETE DELIVERIES


			

				
				
				
				
				We deliver our solutions as turnkey projects

We have qualified personnel and manufacturing capacity for anything, from the initial analysis of your needs, through design proposition, to the final realization.

In addition, we have our own service department, which, combined with our manufacturing capacity, allows us to be very flexible.

Our solutions consist of a wide portfolio of products manufactured by our company. Our product portfolio includes extraction and filtration equipment, fans, separators, heat exchangers and waste management equipment such as rotary feeders, screw conveyors, pneumatic transport or containers. We also offer accessories, such as piping parts, flaps, dampers, exhaust hoods and extraction cabins.

…learn more


			

			

				
				
				
				
				
				
				
				
				
				SAVINGS AND EXPERIENCE
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Our solutions are equipped with smart control systems, which save electricity and heating energy costs.

…learn more

[image: Our experience]

Since 1990, our team has made countless different contracts all over the world.

We know what you need.

…learn more
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                    headquarters

                    
                         			CIPRES FILTR BRNO s.r.o.

Rebešovická 13, 643 00 Brno

T: +420 545 220 506

F: +420 545 220 507

E: cipres@cipres.cz
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                         			CIPRES FILTR BRNO s.r.o.

Kyjovská 710, 687 09 Boršice

T: +420 572 501 338

F: +420 572 501 621
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zásady ochrany osobních údajů
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		Manage cookie consent

		
			
		

	


	

	
		To provide you with the best possible service, we use cookies. This consent to the use of cookies allows us to process your browsing behaviour on this website and to process unique identifiers. Failure to consent or withdrawal of consent may adversely affect certain features or services provided on this site.
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					These cookies are strictly necessary for the functioning of this website and its services. Without them, this website would not function properly. For example, it would not be possible to comply with the site's security policy.
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					Technické uložení nebo přístup je nezbytný pro legitimní účel ukládání preferencí, které nejsou požadovány odběratelem nebo uživatelem.
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					Technické uložení nebo přístup, který se používá výhradně pro statistické účely.
					These cookies are collected on our website by a script from Google Inc., which then anonymises the data. Once anonymised, it is no longer personal data, because anonymised cookies cannot be assigned to a specific user or a specific person. We only work with cookies in anonymised form. Therefore, we cannot determine the behaviour of a specific user from the cookie.
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					We use these cookies for the purposes of using Google Maps and Youtube, as well as for sharing on the social networks Facebook and Twitter.
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